


This book has been written for head teachers and their staff. 

Its aim is to provide the opportunity for schools to embrace 
disability equality, meet Ofsted and National Curriculum 
obligations towards disability, and develop an in-grained 
culture of celebrating difference and valuing diversity.

In the same way as schools work towards achieving the 
Stephen Lawrence award, we are working to create a 
counterpart in relation to disability equality.
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Who We Are

Musical Arc is a collective of musicians with and without disabilities, 
who perform and deliver workshops to a wide range of audiences. 

Over the years, the group has developed unique and innovative 
ways of raising awareness and breaking down barriers through the 
amazing medium of music. 

We are continually developing workshop models to suit a host of 
settings and are often invited to run workshops to raise awareness 
around disability. 

Through our continued work in the community, Musical Arc 
challenges perceptions and changes the way people think and 
feel about disability.
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Musical Arc is about developing as a musician alongside 
others, irrespective of disability. We meet as a group weekly 
during term time where we devise new music and develop 
workshop ideas and themes.

A large part of our work is focused on outreach within 
schools and the wider community. 

Our new initiative “Equal Sound” is proving to be a 
powerful vehicle for this work and involves Musical Arc 
running school workshops. 

Everyone in the group is encouraged to become a 
workshop leader and take a practical role in teaching 
music skills to children. 
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Through our work in schools over the last few years we have 
found, that teachers often lack experience, resources and 
confidence in addressing the sensitive issues surrounding 
society’s responses, and views on disability as a whole.

Our project “Equal Sound” serves to support schools and 
communities in addressing these issues. Our workshops are 
a non-challenging and enjoyable experience for all who 
take part

Prior to our visit, when asked to discuss disability, children 
may start by describing people with disabilities using words 
such as “can’t,” “trapped,” “upset,” and “nervous”.

Over the course of the day through positive interaction and 
engaging activity views change. Children’s language 
becomes more positive in relation to disability as a whole.

“When Mr Clarkson said Musical Arc were coming in I didn’t 
think it was going to be fun but when I joined the singing 
group I was inspired. We made a tune. At the end of the 
day I was inspired because of it”. 
                                                       - Year 4 pupil, Stanningley Primary
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“Equal Sound” is a lively combination of discussion performance, and 
hands-on playing.

The sessions are co-led with everyone contributing to the teaching/
workshop process. This clearly demonstrates our strengths as individuals 
and is a living testimony to our ethos of inclusion and joint participation. 

A typical day will start with a whole school assembly, introducing one or 
two members who will openly discuss their disability with the children, 
and take questions from the floor. These often develop into lively and 
interesting conversations, with challenging questions and astute 
observations from the children.

This assembly also includes a shadow theatre story performance 
featuring music recorded by musical Arc. This story will provide the 
framework for the workshops over the course of the day.

Following this, Musical Arc will run workshops with smaller groups of 
between 15 and 20 children. Some children will work with music, some 
with shadow theatre and some with creative writing and art.

Shadow cutting
This is a chance for the children to create their own characters and 
designs inspired by the story told at the beginning of the day. 

Creative writing
This workshop takes themes and images from the story. Children will 
create their own pieces of writing and choose images from the story to 
create artwork.

Music
These sessions are very hands on and involve rhythm, melody 
improvisation, and song. The music workshop is co-led by all the 
musicians in Musical Arc and gives children a chance to try out the 
specially adapted instruments and also to add their own flavor to our 
compositions.

The workshop groups are rotated and then we all re-convene at the 
end of the day to share our creative work produced.

The assembly will end with another performance which willinclude the 
children and Musical Arc playing together!
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The Disability Equality in English Primary Schools (DEEPS) 
project was a study carried out by the University of Leeds.

As a result of spending time with around 60 children of 
varying ages and holding discussions on the subject of 
disability, the following conclusion was stated in the 
findings.

“We suggest that non disabled children need to 
experience meeting with disabled people and hear about 
the realities of their lives. Children who had direct 
experience of interacting with disabled people in their 
families or local community had a more accurate and 
realistic understanding of the lives of disabled people.”

It is well known that all publicly funded buildings have an 
obligation to provide an environment suitable for people 
with disabilities. As a part of this movement, The Single 
Equality Duty also placed a legal obligation on public 
institutions to proactively (through Education, Training and 
otherwise) eliminate harassment and promote positive 
attitudes to disability.

Ofsted also put in place a Single Equality Scheme which 
has been developed with the involvement and 
engagement of children and learners, employers, parents, 
staff, providers, stakeholders and anyone with an interest in 
improving education and care for children and young 
people. A key point mentioned in the Scheme is that 
Ofsted will identify and disseminate good practice in 
promoting equality and human rights by providers’ across 
all our inspection and regulatory remits.
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Through our project “Equal Sound”, Musical Arc can help 
you meet your schools obligations, both by Ofsted and by 
law, in an innovative, high impacting and long lasting way.

We can provide knowledge, resources and experience 
to confidently tackle complex issues surrounding disability 
equality in a way which engages the whole child through 
Music and the arts. 

Through our workshops we aim to instill tolerance and 
understanding. Our mission is to contribute to a society 
which will embrace and not alienate; celebrate, and not 
lament people with disabilities. 

In addition, our workshops help schools meet pupil 
attainment levels within Music but also will significantly 
contribute towards non-statutory guidance on attainment 
in Citizenship and PSHE
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Musical Arc 
Meanwood Community 
Centre
Stainbeck Avenue
Leeds
LS7 2QU 

0113 2755614

Julia
07984 642973

Lorraine
07968 499105

info@musicalarc.org.uk

www.musicalarc.org.uk
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Musical Arc 
Meanwood Community Centre
Stainbeck Avenue
Leeds
LS7 2QU 

Tel: (0113) 2755614
Email: info@musicalarc.org.uk
Website: www.musicalarc.org.uk

For details on how to join Musical Arc 
please visit the website.


